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Console. Why I'm Leaving the Bay Area [to
Avoid Being Trolled] - dan_manges ======
chollida1 If you post these articles to hacker
news... ...you will never leave the bay area
because people will be extremely pedantic
about what you are complaining about. When
this story was posted a few weeks back there
were some very curious comments about the
author not having realized they were trying to
go where millionaires live before (kind of like the
first person to declare they were leaving YC
then listing all the lame reasons why). I don't
think its a bad thing. If the people commenting
were wrong, then either its something they
thought was valid but was not, or they were
trolls trying to show why the author should not
move to where the uber rich lived. But trying to
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out smart someone is not the proper way to
figure out if someone should leave or not... ------
mathattack I think the author comes across as
demanding. I agree that it's really time to move
out of the Bay Area, but it doesn't have to be
_immediately_. I can understand moving out on
your own terms. ------ rpedela "Look, I know I’m
not the first to have this idea. I’m actually a bit
of a fanboy, and I keep having the same idea..."
Wow, that's some incredibly poor self-
awareness. ~~~ sanatgersappa It's not exactly
a denial. The producers of Stigma made a pretty
big deal out of the fact that their book The
Unspoken Voice proves that 3-D
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